
INDEPENDENT STUDY PROJECTS 

HISTORICAL PERSON:   

Choose one person in history that you think had a significant impact on US History.   

Type 2 – 3 pages about this person or create a powerpoint using the following categories:   

 Personal Background (birth date/place, childhood, family, education, career …) 

 Accomplishments (What actions did he/she do in order to be remembered or important?) 

 Impact (How did his/her actions specifically impact people, country, and/or history?) 

 Conclusion (How might history be different without this person or his/her accomplishments?) 

Rubric: 45 points / 55 points (PPT) 

_____ 5 pts     Composition (followed the standard essay format, spelling/grammar are accurate) 

_____ 5 pts     Resource Page  

_____ 10 pts Personal Background is detailed and complete 

_____ 10 pts Accomplishments are explained in depth 

_____ 10 pts Impact is described with detail to show how this person effectively helped shape history 

_____ 5 pts Conclusion clearly assesses how history may change without this person 

_____  10 pts Image for each page, Background other than white 

 

SONG / MUSIC VIDEO (Partner Optional) 

Choose a topic and write you own lyrics to illustrate it (major historical event, person, law, era…). Your tune can 

be an existing song or you can create your own if you desire.  Provide me with a copy of your lyrics, so that we can 

share this with the class.  For additional points, you can include a video of your own creation.  Be prepared so 

share this with the class.   

Rubric: 25 points / 40 points 

_____ 20 points Lyrics clearly reflect the historical event, person, law, era…) 

_____ 5 points  Tune works well with your topic of choice and fits the lyrics 

_____ 15 points Music Video (optional) clearly illustrates the nature of the topic 

 

CREATE A GAME (Board Game or Kahoot) 

Choose a period or major event in US history and design a game.  Develop directions that explain the background 

of your topic, purpose, rules, and how to play the game.  It should have a clear goal that helps students learn 

about that period or event.  Have it ready so members of APUSH can play. 

Rubric: 40 points / 50 points 

_____ 20 points Game Rules clearly provide background on the event/person, purpose, and rules 

                             Kahoot (Write a description that includes historical context. Set the Scene) 

_____ 20 points Game – composition and organization is clear, clean, and has no errors 

                             Kahoot – 30 questions 

_____ 10 points Game – Design of game board  

                             Kahoot – uploaded images that correspond to question for at least 15 questions 



REDISGN MOUNT RUSHMORE 

Choose 2 to 4 people from history who would deserve to replace George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, 

Theodore Roosevelt, and Abraham Lincoln on Mount Rushmore.  Write a persuasive argument that would support 

each choice.  Provide specific characteristics, actions and impact of each person you select that makes him/her 

exemplary.   

If you choose to cover 4 individuals, you may decide to keep two Presidents on Mount Rushmore and provide his 

actions and impact that put him on this monument. 

Your typed essay must fit a traditional essay with an introduction, body (paragraph for each person), and 

conclusion. 

Rubric: 30 points / 45 points / 60 points  

Lose 5 points if your  essay is not typed, 2-3 pages, 12 font / accurate spelling, grammar, composition 

_____ 15 points Identify person 1 / Provide brief biography / Describes and Illustrates the specific actions 

and impact of the individual on US history 

_____ 15 points Identify person 2 / Provide brief biography / Describes and Illustrates the specific actions 

and impact of the individual on US history 

_____ 15 points Identify person 3 / Provide brief biography / Describes and Illustrates the specific actions 

and impact of the individual on US history 

_____ 15 points Identify person 4 / Provide brief biography / Describes and Illustrates the specific actions 

and impact of the individual on US history 

 

NEWSPAPER OF A DAY IN HISTORY 

Select a day in history that was eventful.  Create a newspaper spread that includes the breaking news.  Be sure to 

include the name of your newspaper, the date, headlines, images, and even smaller articles that reflect that time 

period.  For example, you could include an advertisement for a product that was popular during the time period.  

Elements of pop culture should be incorporated.  Think about the music, art, and clothing styles from that era and 

work them into your paper.  You can use an online template to create this or you can be old fashioned and use 

your hands to create a paper.   

Provide me with a list of your resources.  Helpful Websites:  This Day in History, Retrowaste.com 

Rubric:  60 points 

_____ 10 points Spelling and Grammar are accurate / Resources provided 

_____ 10 points Includes name, date, headlines, and reflects the style of a newspaper 

_____ 20 points 3 or more images, 2 or more advertisements, pop culture  

_____ 20 points Articles include a major historical event and an opinion piece from the 

                                           perspective reflecting the dominant public opinion of that time  

 

PROPOSE A PROJECT 

If you have a great idea for a project that you are interested in doing, you can propose guidelines for it and get it 

approved.  We can discuss what the point value will be and design a rubric to grade it. 


